(4) SDKM Restaurant
For lunch: Menu limits  5-20 $  Salads, barbeque, paste, soft drink beer wine etc.

(5) Camlik Restaurant  http://www.sosyaltesisler.itu.edu.tr/?t=3
For lunch Self Service
Fix menu:  5 $  Soup, hot meal, fruit/Turkish Sweet.
Open menu 5-15$ Soup, hot meal, Mediterranean food, soft drink, fruit, Turkish Sweet

(6) Faculty of Mines  http://www.mines.itu.edu.tr/e-index.html
We can use this area for breakfast. Each person ~5 $ (Lake side residence don’t give any breakfast)

(6) Eurasia Institute of Earth Sciences  http://www.eies.itu.edu.tr/

(7) Pisa & Kebab House  http://www.sosyaltesisler.itu.edu.tr/?t=2
You can see menu and prices in web site  (09.00-21.00 open)
1 $= 1.6 YTL